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30th June 2011 
 
Mr. David Hatfield 
Director, 
Adjudication Branch 
Australian Competition & Consumer Commission (ACCC) 
GPO Box 520 
MELBOURNE VIC 3001 
 
Dear Mr. Hatfield, 
 
EXCLUSIVE DEALING NOTIFICATION N. 95413 – PORT MELBOURNE CONTAINERS PTY. LTD. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Exclusive Dealing Notification lodged by Port 
Melbourne Containers Pty. Ltd. regarding the use of the Containerchain System to assist with the 
management of empty shipping containers to and from PMC’s container park in Port Melbourne. 
 
The Victorian Transport Association (VTA) is the prime-contractor / employer organisation representing 
freight & logistics companies in Victoria.  Our membership includes over 80 companies engaged in the 
transport of containers through the Port of Melbourne, including container transport operators and freight 
customers involved in the import of export of cargoes through the Port. 
 
Background – Inefficiencies in the Empty Container Management Chain 
 
During the peak container import / export season through the Port of Melbourne in the last quarter of 
2009 and into 2010, significant congestion and truck queuing delays occurred at Empty Container Parks 
(ECPs) in Melbourne. 
 
This congestion coincided with the height of the Global Financial Crisis when the repatriation of empty 
container stocks overseas by international container shipping lines had been significantly curtailed, 
leading to physical congestion at ECPs.  Combined with a strain on the operational capacity of existing 
ECPs to handle empty container return or pickup demands during the peak, the congestion at ECPs led 
to truck queues blowing out to between one to two hours (on average) on a regular basis. 
 
Acting on the views of our members that change was necessary, the VTA called industry and government 
stakeholders to an industry-level meeting in March 2010 to discuss the crisis, and to put actions in train to 
address the longer term issues necessary to avoid chronic congestion and truck queuing delays at ECPs 
into the future. 
 
Participants at the March 2010 industry meeting included representatives and members from Shipping 
Australia Limited (SAL – representing international container ship operators), the Customs Brokers & 
Forwarders Council of Australia (CBFCA), the VTA, Empty Container Park operators, the Victorian 
Department of Transport, VicRoads, Victoria Police and the Port of Melbourne Corporation. 
 
The March 2010 meeting received presentations on, and considered the following matters: 
 

• An assessment of the operational empty container storage capacity in Melbourne, and future 
projected needs; 
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• An assessment of the adequacy of the operating hours of ECPs, and the exploration of ways that 
operating hours could be extended on a sound safety, operational and commercial basis; 

 
• Initiatives to enhance information exchange and visibility in the empty container transport chain; 

and 
 

• Efforts by chain participants to work with ECPs to improve their internal operational performance, 
truck queuing management and equipment reliability (i.e. avoiding frequent forklift breakdowns, 
etc). 

 
An important outcome of the March 2010 meeting was stakeholder agreement to establish two industry-
level Working Groups, chaired by the Port of Melbourne Corporation: 
 

 Information Visibility & Exchange Working Group; and 
 Container Park Operations Working Group. 

 
A symptom of congestion and operational delays within ECPs, combined with the arrival patterns of 
trucks, is the formation of truck queues.  As many ECPs in Melbourne are located in inner-urban areas 
away from the Port precinct, truck queuing on local streets can increase road safety risks and reduce 
local amenity. 
 
Heavy vehicle enforcement authorities (i.e. Victoria Police and VicRoads’ Transport Safety Services 
(TSS), as well as local Council by-laws officers) have powers to issue infringement notices to drivers who 
queue in inappropriate places, or create a road safety hazard.  These powers are exercised regularly, 
and scrutiny of the truck queues at ECPs during the “crisis” in 2009/10 was intense. 
 
The excessive truck queuing delays led the VTA to encourage the enforcement authorities to address the 
root causes of the delays, being the operational performance of the ECPs and their adherence to Chain 
of Responsibility (CoR) legal obligations as “loading managers” to take active steps to manage truck 
queuing to ensure that their actions (or inactions) do not contribute unduly to heavy vehicle driver fatigue. 
 
The attached copy of a VTA Media Release issued in January 2010 encapsulates the VTA’s concerns at 
that time regarding excessive truck queuing delays, the root causes of congestion problems, and the 
suggested issues to be addressed to alleviate the concerns. 
 
Industry Level Stakeholder Consultation 2010 
 
The industry-level working groups established in March 2010 met on numerous occasions in the second 
half of 2010. 
 
The Information Visibility & Exchange (IVE) Working Group adopted the following roles & objectives in its 
Terms of Reference: 
 

• Scope the “wants & needs” of industry stakeholders in improved empty container management to 
which technology solutions may be applied; 

 
• Monitor current technology developments & trials; 

 
• Provide feedback to stakeholders (through industry associations) on technology developments & 

offerings; 
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• Not about “picking winners” – the market will bear; and 
 

• Consider the national implications of technology provision (national scalability). 
 
The IVE was conscious that it was not a decision-making body.  Instead, the Group acted to facilitate 
dialogue between the industry participants on the way in which technology applications may help to 
deliver efficiency benefits to all stakeholders. 
 
The IVE identified the following benefits from improved information visibility & exchange for container 
transport operators: 
 

• Improved truck turnaround times if “paperless” truck processing was achieved (i.e. not requiring 
the truck driver to interact unduly with the ECP operational office by eliminating the need to 
present Delivery Order paperwork or receive paper-based transaction receipts.  Instead, the truck 
could be allocated more efficiently to the forklift servicing area and be processed expeditiously). 

 
• The provision of electronic container return and collection receipts, thereby providing an accurate 

electronic record of transactions.  Currently, such records are kept as paper-based records.  
 

• The elimination of many telephone calls to ECPs (on a daily basis) to check export release 
numbers and the availability of empty containers for export collection. 

 
• A reduction of futile truck trips as a result of incorrect information, the unavailability of container 

stocks or the unknown redirection of container types to other ECPs due to operational reasons. 
 

• Timely information on operational delays caused by breakdowns or adverse weather or the like at 
affected ECPs. 

 
• Greater visibility of the proposed operational capacities of ECPs in given time periods, and the 

forecasts of truck arrivals in future time periods (through a Truck Arrival Notification function).  
This information could be used by transport operators to avoid forecast busy truck arrival periods 
(where possible). 

 
• Timely information on container redirection options in the event that a nominated ECP is unable to 

receive a certain type of container or is experiencing operational difficulties. 
 

• Improved data availability and integrity.  The ability to access statistical reports which assist 
companies to manage their empty container transport task.   

 
The IVE was realistic that information visibility and exchange by itself would not eliminate truck queues.  
However, better forecasts and information on planned truck arrivals (where currently there are none), and 
improved truck processing & turnaround times, would have a positive impact. 
 
In July 2010, the VTA undertook a Survey of its members engaged in container transport operators with 
36 member companies responding: 
 

 94% of whom indicated that the VTA should continue the industry-level dialogue with other 
stakeholders to facilitate positive improvements in empty container management; 

 
 98% affirmed the benefits to them from better information visibility & exchange as identified by the 

IVE; but 
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 Two thirds were opposed to any system that introduced strict time-slotting of truck arrivals at 
ECPs. 

 
Subsequently, the VTA Container Group (representing members engaged in container transport 
operations) passed several key Resolutions: 
 

 VTA supports and encourages the implementation of better information visibility and exchange, 
but without the implementation of a truck time-slotting system; and 

 
 VTA commits to bi-lateral discussions with all Melbourne empty container park operators, with a 

view to the cooperative implementation of information systems that meet the commercial needs 
and legal obligations of the Parks and Transport Operators. 

 
Partly as a result of the work conducted by the IVE, but largely as a result of their own commercial due 
diligence, eight ECPs in Melbourne made the announcement in August 2010 that they had appointed 
Containerchain Pty. Ltd. to implement the Containerchain visibility and information exchange “window”, 
and to acquire an associated depot management software system from MAXimas as their future 
operating platform. 
 
The Case Against Strict Truck Time Slotting at ECPs 
 
It is our view that implementation of the Containerchain System (or any alternative system) involving the 
strict allocation of time slots for ECP truck gate arrivals would have a large “public detriment”.  This is 
because it would act to significantly increase the landside transport costs of empty containers associated 
with trade through the Port of Melbourne. 
 
The empty container transport management component of the overall container road transport task is 
markedly different from the task of collecting or delivering containers by road to/from the international 
container stevedore terminals. 
 
In relation to the stevedore terminals, there is a more predictable regimen based on the advertised 
availability of import containers for pick up and export containers for delivery over a set period of days.  
 
This allows for the task to be planned ahead sufficiently, including the allocation of strict time zones for 
trucks to arrive at stevedore terminals to complete the known transport task. 
 
On the other hand, cost efficient movement and handling of empty containers relies on maximum 
flexibility in this component of the transport chain: 
 

• There are 11 ECPs servicing the trade in Melbourne, compared with two international container 
stevedoring terminals.  The variables and complexity in handling strict arrival times to all of these 
truck entry points would be significant; 

 
• The availability of empty containers from import clients for de-hire, or the need to collect export 

containers for pack-out by export clients, is less predictable and more random and immediate 
than the forecast regimen described above for the stevedore terminals; 

 
• The optimum movement of import container empties for de-hire is directly from the unpack 

location to the ECP, without the need for additional handling and management of the truck and 
the container through a transport depot for subsequent delivery.  This is the same in reverse for 
export empties. 
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Strict time-slotting of trucks at ECPs would result in almost 100% of empty containers having to be 
staged through transport yards to manage the task, rather than the estimated 30% in the case of import 
empty containers or 53% for export empties at present (2009 Container Logistics Chain Study Report – 
Port of Melbourne (September 2010). 
 
For each container staged through a transport yard, the additional lift costs alone are estimated to be 
between $30 to $55.  If you add in the cost of truck waiting time in the transport yard, storage costs and 
additional cartage costs for the additional truck trip, average additional costs would be between $100 and 
$160 per container. 
 
Added costs would include additional administrative staff to handle the time-slotting management and 
sufficient additional management systems to cope.  
 
Also, not all container road transport operators have the infrastructure in place to conduct the container 
equipment staging that would be necessary. 
 
A good example would be country carriers who predominately service rural and regional containerised 
exports.  These carriers characteristically bring export containers down from regional Victoria to the 
stevedore terminals for export receival at the beginning of the day, then “backload” with empty containers 
to repeat the export cycle. 
 
If the country carrier was unable to obtain a consecutive strict timeslot at an ECP to collect export empty 
containers after they have delivered full containers to a stevedore terminal for export, their productivity 
would be drastically reduced.  This could also increase the “empty running” of trucks and contribute to 
driver fatigue. 
 
Such additional costs, and unintended consequences on productivity and even safety, would be a 
significant impost on the export and import supply chains through the Port of Melbourne.  
 
Consultation with ECPs re Containerchain Implementation 
 
Once the announcement had been made in August 2010 by the majority of ECPs that they planned to 
implement the Containerchain System, the VTA sought industry-level talks with the ECPs and 
Containerchain Pty. Ltd. to discuss implementation issues and the actual design of the System. 
 
A Working Group of members from the VTA Container Group was nominated to progress this dialogue. 
 
The VTA tabled a “Must Haves” document with ECPs about the design of the System and its associated 
conditions of use.  Primary among the “Must Haves” was that the system should incorporate a truck 
arrival “Notification” function, and not a strict time-slotting function. 
 
In our view, the primary purpose of the truck arrival Notification function should be to improve information 
visibility and exchange about proposed truck arrivals in a given period against the declared capacity of 
the ECP to handle the number of container transactions associated with those truck arrivals. 
 
Such information would: 
 

a. Provide forecast visibility to the ECP of the impending arrivals of trucks so that they can allocate 
resources accordingly to service those trucks (against their advertised capacity to do so); and 

 
b. Provide visibility to transport operators about forecast busy time periods, so that they can make 

informed choices to avoid allocating trucks to a task at the ECP when congestion is likely to occur. 
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It must be reiterated that the Containerchain System with any form of truck arrival visibility function (i.e. 
Notification only or strict time-slotting) will not be a panacea for eliminating truck queuing. 
 
Instead, if designed and implemented in a way that is fair to the commercial interests of ECPs and 
transport operators, it could act as one important tool in mitigating the likelihood that queues may occur. 
  
As “loading managers”, the ECP’s will still have the obligation to ensure the sufficient allocation of 
personnel, resources and equipment to satisfy demand, and to actively manage truck arrivals and any 
queues that may form in “real time” (for whatever reason).  That is their obligation under the law.   
 
Memorandum of Understanding 
 
At the time of writing this submission, the VTA is still engaged in dialogue with ECPs (through the 
Victorian Container Park Association) and Containerchain Pty. Ltd. about agreement to an industry-level 
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) covering: 
 
1. The structure of the proposed system at implementation, including that it: 
  

a. Incorporates a “truck notification” system to increase visibility of proposed truck arrival times at 
ECPs, rather than being a strict time-slotted gate arrival system;  

b. Facilitates continued efforts by shipping lines, ECPs and container transport operators to 
achieve paperless gate entry as a vital, urgent goal; 

c. Facilitates improved truck turnaround times at ECPs; and 
d. Acknowledges that the elimination of futile truck trips to ECPs related to the collection of 

empty containers for export is a priority.  
 
2. The consultative process to be entered into before any substantive changes to the system are 

initiated; and  
 
3. An agreed process to monitor the functionality, reliability and use of the system at an industry level, 

and to set and monitor key performance indicators related to empty container management in 
Melbourne through the industry-level Empty Container Park Working Group chaired by the Port of 
Melbourne Corporation.  

 
The final point is important, in that the ultimate aim of the industry-level dialogue commenced after the 
ECP congestion “crisis” of late 2009 / early 2010 is to implement continuous improvement strategies in 
the management of empty container associated with trade through the Port of Melbourne. 
 
The discussions between the VTA, ECPs and Containerchain Pty. Ltd. have been conducted in good 
faith. 
 
We believe that the content of the MoU is beneficial to all Parties: 
 

• Giving assurance to transport operators that the system will be implemented as described; 
 

• Giving certainty to all about the consultation process to be entered into if any substantive change 
is contemplated; and 

 
• Setting an objective framework to monitor the functionality, use and reliability of the system, and 

to generate data from the system to allow the overall efficiency of the empty container 
management chain to be monitored and reviewed over time. 
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Because we have not yet reached final agreement on the contents of the MoU, we must conclude this 
submission with two views: 
 
1. Subject to a positive ACCC assessment of the PMC Notification, if PMC and Containerchain (and 

subsequently other ECPs) attempt to implement the system with a truck time-slotting function and not 
the Notification functionality we have been led to believe is planned, the VTA and its members will 
fervently oppose the implementation. 
 
Separate legal advice received by the VTA in the course of our deliberations on this matter concluded 
that if the ECPs act unreasonably and do not accommodate the genuine concerns of container 
transport operators regarding the functionality and implementation of the system, the ECPs may be 
acting unconscionably under the Australian Consumer Law provisions of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010. 

 
2. If, on the other hand, the system is implemented in the manner discussed with container transport 

operators (through the VTA) over a considerable period of time, and the good faith discussions on the 
industry-level MoU are concluded satisfactorily before implementation, the VTA will work 
constructively with all Parties to facilitate successful implementation and use of the system. 

 
Any issues related to this submission can be directed to the undersigned (ph: 03 9646 8590; email: 
neil@vta.com.au). 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Neil Chambers 
Deputy CEO 

mailto:neil@vta.com.au


 

 

 
MEDIA RELEASE: 22nd January 2010 
 
 

EMPTY CONTAINER PARK TRUCK DELAYS UNACCEPTABLE 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Truck queuing delays at empty container parks in Melbourne are again at unacceptable levels, 
leading to increased costs and extreme operational frustration for road transport operators 
according to the CEO of the Victorian Transport Association (VTA), Philip Lovel AM. 
 
“The Christmas peak has turned into the New Year blues for the Port of Melbourne’s container 
supply chain.  A number of the Empty Parks have reached operational capacity and are performing 
poorly” Mr. Lovel lamented. 
 
It is not unreasonable for road transport operators to allow 30 minute truck turn-around times at 
Empty Parks on average, and vehicles certainly shouldn’t be delayed more than one hour. 
 
But, since October last year when container volumes peaked, the Empty Parks have just been 
unable to handle the volumes. 
 
“Everyone in the container transport chain needs to address the problems – and quickly.” 
 
“Transport companies are not in a position to absorb the additional operational and administration 
costs caused by these delays.  They will have no choice but to recover the costs from importers and 
exporters through higher rates, demurrage, or though other surcharges and levies.”    
 
“Unfortunately, it’s not just one issue that is causing the problems, but many: 
 

o Shipping lines have not been repatriating empty containers overseas; 
o Empty Parks have had equipment failures, labour issues, and operational flows have 

stagnated due to internal congestion; 
o Empty Parks aren’t open long enough, especially now that other parties in the chain such as 

transport companies are moving more towards 24 hour, six or seven day operations; 
o There is a lack of information visibility across the empty container chain; 
o There is simply not enough Empty Park capacity now that the volumes are returning to pre-

Global Financial Crisis (GFC) levels. 
 
No doubt, transport companies can also swamp a Park with truck arrivals if they think that they will 
get a good run through the Park.  But, when they all have the same idea, congestion occurs. 
 
“A prime illustration of the urgency of the problems has been the real difficulties in returning Hapag-
Lloyd 40’ containers to any Empty Park – no one wants to take them and the shipping line has even 
suggested to transport companies that they should return them to the importers!!  What a joke” Mr. 
Lovel said. 
 
“The other absolute joke is truck drivers having to sit in Empty Park gate queues for more than two 
hours.  In fact, it’s not funny at all, as the Empty Parks are breaching their legal obligations under 
the chain of responsibility heavy vehicle driver fatigue laws as loading managers.” added Mr. Lovel. 
 
There has been are marked increase in truck redirections, adding to futile trips and unnecessary 
heavy vehicle movements on roads.  “Imagine sitting in a truck queue for hours only to be told 
“sorry mate, we are full, take the box elsewhere”.  Who pays for that?  And how does that help the 
Government’s aim to reduce truck traffic associated with the Port of Melbourne?” 
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It’s time for some decisive action, and the Victorian Transport Association is taking steps to liaise 
with others in the container chain, and with authorities, to find short and longer term solutions. 
 
“Firstly, we are writing to all affected shipping lines seeking clarity about what the lines are doing to 
ensure that the Empty Parks they employ are servicing the road transport task adequately.” 
 
“The shipping lines must be held accountable.  They have narrowed the number of Empty Parks 
they employ and have under-compensated those Parks for years for the services they provide.  
Now, they cannot walk away from the consequences of their actions” Mr. Lovel warned. 
 
“Secondly, we will be confirming with the shipping lines that no empty container detention charges 
will be invoiced to importers when the circumstances show that Empty Park congestion and delays 
have restricted the ability to return containers on time” 
 
“We are at the point where we would welcome importers and their transport service providers taking 
on the shipping lines in court on empty container detention fees.  We might even consider setting 
up a “fighting fund” to facilitate such legal actions!” 
 
“Detention fees are a real money-gouge by the shipping lines, made more obnoxious by the lack of 
service at Empty Park facilities.” 
 
“Thirdly, we will be seeking cooperation from VicRoads and Victoria Police to investigate the 
congested Empty Parks to determine whether they are meeting their obligations under chain of 
responsibility (CoR) fatigue laws.” 
 
As the Parks fall under the definition of “loading managers” within Victoria’s CoR laws, they have 
legal obligations to ensure that they do not contribute to heavy vehicle driver fatigue. 
 
If there are truck queues of more than 30 minutes in length, the Parks are obliged to take 
“reasonable steps” to minimise possible driver fatigue, for example by making facilities available for 
drivers to rest away from their vehicle, or have systems in place to minimise queuing. 
 
“Lastly, we have called a joint meeting in early March 2010 with Shipping Australia Limited (SAL) 
and its members to meet with the VTA’s Container Group.  We will be inviting the Port of Melbourne 
Corporation (PoMC) and other organisations to join this discussion so that we can work 
cooperatively to solve the problems.” Mr. Lovel announced. 
 
One example of action is to encourage the shipping lines, empty parks operators, importers & 
exporters, and transport companies to cooperate with efforts to improve the visibility and exchange 
of electronic information on empty container chain movements. 
 
Empty park operators are improving their electronic management systems through technology 
service providers such as Maximas, and Tradegate is ready to trial its PortBIS container park 
information exchange system in the Port of Melbourne. 
 
“We will be urging everyone to crack on with these initiatives – let’s move rapidly past trials to prove 
that the systems work and get on with actual implementation.  The problems are so severe and the 
need for more timely information flows is so apparent that we would be negligent, all of us, if we 
didn’t do so.” Mr. Lovel concluded. 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
For further media information contact: 

Neil Chambers, Deputy, CEO, VTA, (0423 027 222) or Lucille Degenhardt, Marketing & Communications Manager on Ph: 

(03) 9646 8590
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